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Outline
1. Act of teaching – teaching for learning
1. Knowing Chinese as an object of
learning

1. Learning

The Concept of Teaching
• I see what you mean: It’s not just to teach, right?
It’s also to help students learn!
(Chinese teacher to J. Orton)
No!
‘Teaching’ involves executing core tasks to help
pupils learn (Ball & Forzani, 2009: 497).
‘Teaching’ involves deliberate interventions to
ensure that there is cognitive change in the student
(Hattie, 2012: 19 )

Teaching for Learning Sequence
Teaching that helps students learn requires teachers to:
1. Pre-arrange the content so that the students will be able
to access it and work on it themselves
2. Give the students tasks that require them to engage
directly with the content in ways the teachers know will
generate learning
3. Monitor the students’ efforts and give guidance through
hints and feedback more often than correction
4. Not take over and do it ‘for them’. We can’t ride a
bicycle or ski for someone else and we can’t learn
Chinese for our students: we can’t speak it for them if
the goal is to get them to speak it.

Key Knowledge of Teachers
• Being aware of the learning intentions
• Knowing when a student is successful in
attaining those intentions
• Knowing enough about the content to provide
meaningful and challenging experiences that
enable students to learn (Hattie, 2012)
=
1. Knowing what you are trying to do
2. Knowing what that looks like when it happens
3. Knowing ways to bring that about.

L1 (Native Speaker) Knowledge
• Standing on the finishing line –
So can judge whether student has arrived,
has achieved the goal, or not.
• BUT, L1s do not know the path.
• To help students learn, you must
– know the task as they perceive it and see
their possible paths towards the finishing line
– recognise desirable development.
 be able to design for/assist efficient progress.

Learning to Teach Own Language
• Teachers need to study learning in order to
know it
• For that, L1s need L2s as dialogue partners
– they know things about learning Chinese
L1s can’t even imagine!
• Teachers also need formal information
from research into Chinese and learning.

CSL – The Basic Questions to Ask
• Knowing the content (e.g. tonal, character-written, Chinese
language) and our learners’ knowledge up until now
(English speakers, writers of Roman script/alphabet), we
need to ask:
• What do the learners have to do to themselves to develop
the expertise we want?
=
What is involved for an English speaker in becoming tonal?
What is involved for a reader and writer of Roman script
English to become a quick, competent reader and writer of
characters?
What paths do we see they should create?

The English Speaker View of Chinese Language

• Tones – a new idea: a whole new domain
• Vocabulary – small number of sounds;
little words; many x,y,z words; many
homophones = unfamiliar, hard to grasp;
extensive
• Characters – new concept; numerous;
many similar looking
• Some new grammatical features,
especially involving verbs.
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If Recognised, Linguistic Challenges Can Be Met
• Tones and characters both require a new way
of using the body – the micro motor skills
• When their needs are worked on consistently,
student development is dramatic
 This leads students to positive expectations of
success > greater effort, more improvement.
BUT, these needs are usually not understood
and rarely catered to > despondent; withdraws.

Chinese Demands and Learner Needs
• For oracy and literacy, learners need to develop micro
motor skills that are the opposite of English
• To aid their grasp of the unfamiliar in word formation
and writing, they must make links and perceive the
internal structures as systems
• They need compensation for weak learning skills in
memorising in order to deal with heavy demands on
memory +
• Compensation for insufficient time (more on-line) +
• Tasks set which work on their identified learning needs,
not just on the language.

Example: Teaching Tone
1. Your students are English speakers and English is not a
tonal language
2. Chinese is tonal
3. How do you put together those facts so as to design
work that will result in your students mastering tone?
Most often it is done by asking the students to practise
making the same sounds that you (their teacher) make.
This is done by listening and repeating. Again and again and
again and again and again.
And yet…

起跑线不在终点线
…most English speaking learners of Chinese do not become
tonally competent in perception or production. Students of
many years make frequent errors, as do even young learners
in bilingual programs who have had considerable exposure
to and practice with tone over years.
Which is to say – there is endless evidence that ‘listen and
repeat’ is not a method that works well!
This is because it is teaching from the finishing line:
• You ask the students to practise making the same sounds
that native speakers (you) make.
• You are asking them to be tonal instead of realising that
they have to become tonal.
 Which means…learning to do what L1 speakers do.

Content and Skills of Masters of Tone
• L1 speakers of Chinese hear a tonal syllable as a
unit: they do not divide segmental sounds and
tone.
• To perceive tone, L1 speakers take their cue from
both the entry pitch of a syllable and the contour.
• While all Chinese syllables have a tone, Chinese
speakers do not place tone on all syllables, but
only on those syllables that are being stressed in
the particular utterance.
= L1 speakers have mastery of a complex, dynamic
system, not just of ‘4 tones’.

Features of Learner Spoken Chinese
• Learners separate sounds and tone.
• Learners rarely perceive pitch entry.
So that is what they need to be taught to do.
• How?
By working in ways which target that.
• Learners put tones on all syllables
So that is what they need to be taught not to do.
How?
By working on chunking and the rhythm of
stressed and unstressed syllables.

Typical L2 Chinese Classroom Dialogue
•
•
•
•
•

Student: What’s that character?（视）
Teacher: Shì.
[Student writes down s-h-i.]
Student: What tone is that?
Teacher: Fourth tone.

BUT there is no s-h-i in Chinese, only shī, shí, shǐ or shì.

The student uses their L1 strategies and so does not attend
to tone = screens it out to focus on the segmental sounds.
+
The teacher strengthens this L1 habit of separating sounds
from tones – a route that will not lead to the finishing line!

Building the Path to the Finishing Line
•
•
•
•

Student: What’s that character? (视)
Teacher: Shì.
Student (writes down s-h-i): What tone is it?
Teacher: It’s shì.

+ Exercises that require extraction of tone only:
Teacher says: 1. liù. Students write: 1.｀
Teacher reads: 2. shí. Students write: 2. ´
> bisyllabic words; mixed stress phrases: 40 44

On-going, Direct Work on Tone Complexity

•
•
•
•

Listening to whole flows (recordings; read to)
Work on natural chunking, intonation contour
Stress (= full tone value) on certain words only
Longer utterances with stressed and
unstressed syllables = some tones, not on all
• Note pitch entry for tone + contour
• Use movement to reinforce rhythm and tones

Suggested Text Types
Audio recordings and/or Pinyin – NO CHARACTERS!
Numbers [42 259 1976 10200]
Proverbs [只要功夫深, 铁杵磨成针]
Rhymes [我说一， 你说一]
Poems

[一望二三里]

Very short stories
Dialogues

Integrating Articulation with Speaking
• A little surrender listening – every lesson, for 30-60
seconds (a story) to build up inner knowledge

• Dedicated practice on tone discrimination only – twice a
week for 5 minutes (picking tone; distinguishing meaning)
+ “What tone is (e.g.) pán ?” asked from time to time to alert
them to listen
• Direct work on rhythm and fluency with tones and
intonation – every week, 15 minutes – take one or two
sentences from something you are working on already
• Attend to chunking & prosody in all speech/reading aloud
• Feedback clearly (positive and negative); discuss problems.

Learning Chinese Vocabulary – Features
• No cognates > the number of new words to be
learned is much greater than in another
European language, or even in Japanese
• Frequency of many rare sounds
• Frequency of short words
• Limited range of sound combinations
• Heavy load of homophones
• The characters have to be memorised, too.

Italian Vocabulary List
matematica
biologia
fisica

musica
storia
danza
computer

Chinese Vocabulary List
数学
生物学
物理学
音乐
历史

舞蹈
计算机

The Learning Cost of Vocabulary
English

Italian

Chinese

mathematics

matematica

shùxué

biology

biologia

shēngwù

physics

fisica

wùlǐ

music

musica

yīnyuè

history

storia

lìshǐ

dance

danza

wǔdǎo

computer

computer

jìsuànjī

Analysis of a Chinese Vocabulary List
FEATURE
Initial X
Initial Y
Initial Z
Initial X, Y, or Z
2-letter words
3-letter words
2 or 3-letter
words
Homophones

‘Semihomophone’

CHINESE
Number
Percentage
3
6
3
Total
40%

ENGLISH
Percentage
Number
0
0
0
0%

5
10
Total
wán 完
wán 玩
zuò 作
zuò 做
shì 是
shì 视
diǎn 典
diàn 电

2
1
50%

9.9%

27%

0%

Basic Literacy – L1 Competencies
• A character is a densely compacted ‘twodimension imaginary square’ (Chen & Kao 2002: 259)
• It consists of components arranged from left side
to right side, top to bottom, inside to outside.
• ‘Structure analysis is the strategy used most by
Chinese children.
• They perceive arrangement of components (not
strokes)
• Chinese readers are sensitive to all character
structures.’ (Chen, Wang & Cai, 2010)

Literacy – the L1 Situation
L2 students’ task is nothing like the task of a native
speaking 5 year old Chinese child, who
• Already has all the sounds and grammar and a
formidable vocabulary > anticipates meaning,
recognises sound and meaning > retains memory
• Builds on oral skills by working on reading and
writing every week at school for 30+ hours
• Is surrounded by characters at home, school, and
in the street = frequency and depth of contact
• High encouragement + help, at home and at
school.

Teaching Reading & Writing
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Learning Premises
• Reading is not the same activity as writing
• Eventually they can mutually reinforce one another
• At first just looking and perceiving is what needs
practice = (re-)educate the eye
• Characters need to be introduced as a system in their
own right, not linked to the order of vocabulary
learned in oral work
• The basis of a character is the arrangement of its
components
• An excellent grasp of Pinyin is essential for L2s.

In Sum
We work from and towards
• the nature of the language (content)
• the motor skills identified to get started
(initial steps on the learning path)
• the keys to develop higher order skills
(extension of the learning path)

What Students Need for Success in Chinese
• Sufficient and frequent time on task
• Deep, on-going re-development of micro skills
• Targeted skill practice – listening and rhythm
work; reading and writing instruction
• Mind teasing practice activities on line (memory)
• Motivation – make progress!
• Opportunities to talk about own interests with L1
buddies – gives purpose and achievement.

Involve Students in Own Learning
• Know their own learning stage and habits
• Talk about how they are going, what works,
what doesn’t, how they are feeling about it
• Discuss growing awareness of the nature of
language and of Chinese-ness and of
themselves and how they are starting to see
the world differently, and become aware of
their own potential, or see it differently

Reflection on Learning
• Chinese tones are a wonderful opportunity for English
speakers to find out how to use their mouth differently
to make so many new sounds
• Chinese also requires the learner to discover what he
or she needs to do to become adept at reading and
writing such a different code as characters
• The vocabulary looks and sounds unfamiliar – how can
we manage so many little x, y, z words? It also raises
questions that offer deep insight into culture – e.g. why
do the Chinese need 2 words for brother?

Reflection cont’d
• The grammar challenges us to wonder:
• How do the Chinese manage without tenses?
Why do we have tenses? Do we need them?
• How can the Chinese get by having the same
spoken word for he, she, him and her?

Teaching From the Learner’s Perspective
• We put foreign language learning in the school
curriculum because it is an educational
experience: it leads to intellectual and
affective growth, as well as to proficiency
• From the learner’s perspective, even in its
most basic forms and right from the start,
Chinese offers unique physical and intellectual
challenges that make for very rich content as
an educational experience

Conclusion
• Let’s make sure we understand what Chinese
offers learners and perceive what it demands
of them and make sure we help them meet
those demands efficiently, so they may create
a path from their starting line that enables
them to fully reap the benefits of the time
they spend!
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